Science and Sanatan Scholarship Essay
There are many manifestations of God. The one I would like to emulate most is
Hanuman. I would like to emulate Hanuman because he has determination, loyalty, and
cleverness.
I would also like to emulate Hanuman’s loyalty. I would like to emulate Hanuman’s
loyalty because If I was as loyal to people as Hanuman is to Rama, then I could easily be trusted,
helped and always have friends. If I was loyal like Hanuman, I could be trusted with important
jobs. Hanuman shows loyalty to Rama when he is given the task to act as a messenger of Rama.
Also, if I emulated Hanuman’s loyalty, people would help me. When Hanuman is loyal to Rama
during the war, in the end of the war, Rama let Hanuman be his servant, which made Hanuman’s
life happier. Lastly if I emulate Hanuman’s loyalty I will always have friends. If I am loyal to
my friends they will always be my friends, because being loyal to my friends makes me
dependable. Hanuman displayed loyalty to Rama in the war when he brought back the mountain
and saved Lakshmana. When Lakshmana was saved Rama joyfully embraced Hanuman and
proclaimed that Hanuman would always be a brother to him. I would like to emulate Hanuman’s
loyalty because If I was as loyal to people as Hanuman is to Rama, then I could easily be trusted,
helped and always have friends.
I would like to emulate Hanuman’s determination because it could help me finish
important tasks without being distracted and help me never give up. Hanuman displays
determination when he was flying to Lanka, Mainaka Mountain stopped him for a few seconds
and offered to let Hanuman rest on him for a day. Hanuman refused out of his determination to
find Sita as fast as he could. If I displayed determination the way Hanuman did, I could finish
important tasks, like essays, without any distractions. Another example of Hanuman’s
determination is when Lakshmana got fatally injured and when Hanuman doesn’t know what
plant to bring, instead of giving up or guessing, he takes the whole mountain full of plants with
him. If I was determined like Hanuman, I could be able to finish important tasks without being
distracted and I would never give up.
I would also like to emulate Hanuman’s cleverness. I would like to emulate Hanuman’s
cleverness because if I was clever like Hanuman I could stop people from humiliating me, keep
myself from getting hurt, and teach people in a unique and efficient way. If I was clever like
Hanuman I could stop people from humiliating me. Hanuman displayed cleverness at Lanka,
when acting as a messenger of Rama, Hanuman was at Lanka to deliver the message when
Ravana tried to embarrass him by not giving Hanuman the respect he should have received as a
messenger, and not offering a seat. Refusing to be humiliated Hanuman enlongated and coiled
his tail and sat on that, rather than stand and let himself be disrespected. I would also like to
emulate Hanuman’s cleverness because I could keep myself from getting hurt. Hanuman also
displays cleverness when he is on the way to Lanka. A sea serpent rises out of the sea and insists
that she will let Hanuman pass if he flies into her mouth. Hanuman, knowing this was a trap,

shrunk to the size of a fly and flew through the serpent’s opened mouth. Lastly, if I emulated
Hanuman’s cleverness, I could teach people in a unique and effective way. When in exile, Bhima
was walking through the forest, at one point he saw a very old monkey lying across the path he
was walking on. This monkey was actually Hanuman in disguise, Hanuman wanted to teach
Bheema to get rid of his arrogance. Bheema, being arrogant, demanded that Hanuman should
move his tail. Hanuman told him he was old and exhausted and asked Bheema to move it for
him. Bheema, thinking that this would be no problem for the strongest man in the world, tried to
lift it with one finger, then two, than one hand, then two hands, but in spite of Bheema’s
immense strength and efforts, he couldn’t lift Hanuman’s tail. Bheema finally gave up, losing his
arrogance, and finally realized that this was no ordinary monkey he was talking to. He bowed
down with humility, and requested Hanuman to reveal his identity to him. I would like to
emulate Hanuman’s cleverness because if I was clever like Hanuman I could stop people from
humiliating me, keep myself from getting hurt, and teach people in a unique and efficient way
There are many manifestations of the Hindu God That I could emulate. The one I would
like to emulate most is Hanuman. I would like to emulate most is Hanuman. This is because
Hanuman has determination, loyalty, and cleverness.

